Introduction

Inscriptional
Parthian is different from Inscriptional Middle Persian:
each has its own writing system. In general this has been well recognized;
however, logograms (Aramaeograms)(1) in the two languages have often been discussed together in a mixed way; e.g., by Kutscher [1970: 393-399] and partly even by Henning [1958: 33-37] . The bilingual (+Gk.) inscription of Valagas IV on a bronze statue found at Seleucia (VS) : Morano 1990 . (5) The inscription of Artaban IV at Susa (AS) : Henning 1952: 176.
Sasanian Parthian
The trilingual (+MPers., Gk.) inscription of Sabuhr I on the Ka'be-ye Zardost (SKZ) : Back 1978 .
The bilingual (+MPers.) inscription of Sabuhr I at Hajjiabad (SH):
MacKenzie 1978. (6) The bilingual (+MPers.) inscription of Sabuhr I at Tang-e Boraq (STBq):
ibid.
The bilingual (+MPers.) inscription of Narseh at Paikuli (NPi): HumbachIn this paper, however, I will not discuss verbal logograms in letter (exercise) texts, which contain stereotyped salutation formulae, because the logograms in these seem somewhat different from those in the other Parthian texts.
These texts are as follows: : Harmatta 1957 . (8 No one has and surely no one will succeed in reading this phrase in Aramaic.
To avoid any misunderstanding caused by outdated articles on the language of the Nisa ostraca, we should keep in mind the following points:
1. All the articles before 1960 are outdated. Among them Hennnig [1958: 27-28] proved to be correct in principle, but insufficient.
1960a or 1960b, was already outdated when it appeared.
3. Sznycer 1962 and Altheim-Stiehl 1970 proved nothing because they concealed many texts that they did not, and apparently could not, interprete as Aramaic; for example, texts including the 'ph(r)st, krtk and ptsyht above were ignored by them. (40) 4. Articles referring only to the studies in 1-3 still remain at the pre-1960
stage.
As to the letter exercise texts from Nisa, also, there is no sign that these were read in Aramaic.
II. The language of the Awroman Parchment
No. 3 is most likely Parthian. Henning [1958: 28-30] stated that the language of the parchment is Parthian; Altheim-Stiehl [1954; 1970: 483-491 (2) In this paper there occur some grammatical terms used both for Aramaic and for Parthian such as 'stem'.
The terms for Parthian are represented in italics when they may cause confusion.
(3) Logograms are transliterated in capitals according to the common practice. (4) See also Gignoux 1972; MacKenzie 1987 ; and note 27 in this paper. (5) I wish to thank Dr Yutaka YOSHIDA, by courtesy of whom this article became available to me.
(6)
There are several forged copies of this inscription, e. g., a plaque in the British Museum (BM 136772); see Shaked 1992 . (7) When quoting the Nisa texts I give their new numbers used in Diakonoff-1960a Diakonoff- , 1960b Diakonoff- , and 1966 if the texts were published in them. In the latter case, the new numbers of the texts No. 996 onward, yet unpublished in Diakonoff-Livshits 1977 (Texts I), were obtained from the list in Diakonoff-Livshits 1977 (Texts I): 5-7. (8) All these texts contain the stereotyped salutation formula: MN (PN) 'L (PN) SLM WSRRT SGY HWSRT L-... ' From (PN) to (PN), much peace and prosperity I send...'
It originates from a salutation formula of Official Aramaic. As for such formulae, I agree with Harmatta [1957: 298] when he says 'The constantly recurring Aramaic formulae were probably treated as single units....' By considering the context, therefore, we should assume that HWSRT here means 'I send ', not 'sent' with the transliteration HWSRt; the latter meaning and transliteration would be expected if this logogram occurred in other Parthian texts.
Except for this formula, the logograms of DE12 may be treated as those in the other texts. (9) Moreover, since these texts are very difficult to decipher, we should not consider their readings as established.
(10) I doubt whether -t in Arsacid Parthian, at least in the Nisa texts, represents a phonetic complement.
If not, it belongs to the 'endings' of logograms (with the transliteration -T). If the latter is the case, we can find already in the Nisa documents many 'artificial' forms of logograms: YNTNT, YTKYNT, and so on. This can show the quite artificial development of Parthian logograms.
However, whether -t or -T is correct is irrelevant to the forms of the 'bodies'; thus, I will not refer to the matter further and the transliteration -t will be given even in Arsacid Parthian. (11) In this paper the transcription of Arsacid Parthian is based on that in Diakonoff-Livshits 1977 (Texts I) ; the transcription of Sasanian Parthian is based on that used for Manichaean Parthian.
(12) Cf. ZKM 'the same' in Nisa 258 (2150), etc., the form thought to derive from zi+2nd.
pl. poss. suffix.
(13) In this discussion I treat the letter h/H as h/H when the former originates from the latter.
The letter h/H, except in the final position of logograms, changed to the letter h/H in AW3 and the later texts.
(14) Utas [1984: 63] reported that in Frahang i Pahlavig, written in Book Pahlavi (Zoroastrian Middle Persian), 'there are five verbal ideograms with initial M-, suggesting Aram, participles, four of them are apparently pa"el forms'.
(15) Of course other interpretations of the standard forms are not wholly impossible; e. g., the standard forms may be active participles, though the form of the haf'el would be exceptional; or they may be imperatives, though the form of the pa"el would be exceptional. (23) Of course it is also indispensable to investigate non-verbal logograms (e. g., ZKM 'the same') and phonetically written Parthian words (where medial /a/ is represented usually without').
For the development of the Parthian heterographic writing system, see also Harmatta's very interesting suggestion [Harmatta 1981 ].
(24) On the other hand, such spellings as ZY and ZNH may appear to reflect Official Aramaic forms; however, the spelling z-in zy or znh was strictly preserved in Elymaean Aramaic, most texts of which belong to the first two centuries of our era. Thus I believe that the forms of the logograms reflect those of the Aramaic contemporary with the establishment of the logograms (probably in the second century B. C.), not of Official Aramaic.
Besides, it is unnecessary to assume that non-/pseudoAramaic forms in logograms were introduced by Parthian scribes ignorant of Aramaic; we can hardly imagine that the Akkadian writing system was invented by scribes who had little knowledge of Sumerian.
Those who realized that there was no need to stick to correct Aramaic when they wished to write in Parthian could employ these artificial forms. Similarly, the adoption of the 'ending'
- [1984] showed that Middle Persian HWYTN-corresponds to Parthian HWH-. Back [1986] proposed that HWYTN should be read as /anad/ 'was (3. sg.)', and HWYTNd as /anand/ 'were (3. pl.)'. Back's reading completely fits the context (for its examples, see MacKenzie [1984] ); thus, I agree with it. The Parthian equivalent of /anad/ is /ahaz/; this reading for HWH also fits the context. On the other hand, since the 3. pl. of /ahaz/ is unattested so far in Manichaean Parthian, the reading for HWHnt remains uncertain, but it is probably either /*ahazend/ or /*ahand/.
For the origin of /ahaz/, see Gershevitch 1975: 204. As for the HWYTN-, the subjunctive-like endings of /anad/ and /anand/ prompted me to assume that HWYTNn /*anan/ in KKZ 1 stands not for subjunctive 'I should be' but simply for indicative 'I was'.
(31) In NPi, the Middle Persian word(s) corresponding to HWHd is/are illegible. HWHd occurs three times, twice (NPi 22, 40) 
